ABOUT US

Alba Graduate Business School, The American College of Greece operates under the auspices of the business community. Being a not-for-profit organization, it strives for excellence, quality and continuous innovation in research and teaching. Alba is accredited by The New England Commission of Higher Education (NECHE), Moreover, all Alba MBA programs are accredited from the Association of MBAs (AMBA), while both the MSc in Finance and the MSc in Strategic HRM programs are EPAS (EFMD Programme Accreditation System) accredited.

PROGRAMS CURRICULA AND ECTS PER COURSE

Please click on the program to learn more about the programs curricula and ECTS per course.

- **The Alba MBA**
  - 12 mos. full-time | 24 mos. part-time
- **MBA in Shipping**
  - 12 mos. full-time | 24 mos. part-time
- **MSc in Shipping Management**
  - 12 mos. full-time | 24 mos. part-time
- **MSc in Tourism Management**
  - 10 mos.
- **MSc in Entrepreneurship**
  - 12 to 14 mos.
- **MSc in Finance**
  - 14 mos.
- **MSc in Marketing**
  - 14 mos.
- **MSc in Strategic HRM**
  - 18 mos.
- **MSc in Business for Lawyers**
  - 16 mos.
- **MSc in International Business & Management**
  - 12 to 14 mos.

In each web page you may find in details the program courses, the class hours and the Alba credits (1 Alba credit = 3 ECTS).

DEADLINES FOR EXCHANGE APPLICATIONS

Students may apply three months prior to any period (for longer visits) and two months prior to any short course.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR EXCHANGE STUDENTS

Incoming students need to be at graduate level. If the students want to participate at any of the MBA courses, then they need to have at least 3 years of working experience. They also need to have good knowledge of English language, TOEFL min 100 or IELTS min 6,5.
**SEMMETERS**

Programs are taught in 2 month periods (mid September- mid November, mid November – mid January, mid January- mid March, mid March – mid May, mid May- mid July). Classes start the second week of the first month of the period and they finish the second week of the 3rd month. Detailed time schedule will be announced when students are accepted for the program. Students may collect 12-18 ECTS each period. Students may choose to participate in a short course instead of a whole period (4 days to 1 month). They can also combine courses between programs if they don’t overlap in time schedule.

**LANGUAGE OF COURSES**

All courses are taught in English.

**VISA**

Non EU students, for visits of more than 3 months, require student visa. A certain procedure needs to be followed with Greek Embassies. We need at least 2 months before arrival to make arrangements.

**ACCOMMODATION AND LIVING EXPENSES**

For longer visits and according to availability, Alba may provide furnished apartments upon request (approx. 400 – 450 Euro/bills included). In that case students may have to share an apartment with other international students.

Monthly living cost for studying in Athens depends on students’ life style. A rough estimation of average living cost in Athens is approximately 300-400 Euros per month (excluding accommodation).

**Other Accommodation options close to the Campus**

The campus is located in the city center and many Airbnb options are available in nearby areas like Ambelokipi, Ilisia, Zografou, Pagrati etc. Please contact the International Office to confirm proximity before booking your apartment.

**CONTACT PERSON FOR INCOMING STUDENTS**

Anna Vithoulka
AVithoulka@alba.acg.edu